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Technology is summarized in Table.l In ILD process, reflowing in
the ambient of steam after TEOS-based BPSG(ILDI) deposition

As DRAM is scaled downiLtJ!#ftitensity, robust performance
of disturbance characteristics as well as pause characteristics in
retention time has beur strongly demanded due to the requirement

was performed and CMP was followed for SAC formation. Then,
the formation of the bitline(Bl) of DRAM cell was performed and
the second SiHu-based HDP oxide(IlD2) was deposited. In order
to veriff edge effect dependance of cell transistor on migration path,
several experiments with different cell structures were performed as
shown in Table.2. In addition, cell scheme without abnormal edge
channel effect is compared to the conventional scheme in total
device performance point of view, including retention time,
injected hot-carrier degradation and cell leakage. Furthermore,
variation of retention time caused by dynamic circuit degradation
under wafer burn-in stress was evaluated.
Results and Discussion
.As a result of TDS(Thermal Disorption Spectroscope) analysis,
ILD layers are mainly composed of HrO[moisture] with trace
residual compounds such as CO/COrl C.tl and Hr.@ig.3) TEM
images for conventional and cell without abnormal edge channel
effect are shown in Fig.4. Edge channel phenomena in I-V curve
of cell transistor with long width I Wfi-=tLll.ls7 appears to be

for low voltage operation and high reliability. Ho*ever, if

combined with anomalous VT(threshold voltage) lowering due to
edge channel effect, shrinkage of DRAM cell is limited because of
uncertainty in suppressing off-state leakage.[][2] Bits of DRAM in
a low cell VT state experience disturbing electric field when

neighboring bits are operating, resulting in severely decreasing
disturbance retention time. Thus, special care for edge channel
ef_fect 1q high density DRAM cel l design should inevitably be
laftgn, Edge channel effect, attributed to the STl(shallow trench
isolation) geometry, has been significantly improved through
improvement of STI comer rounding.[3] Howevbr, as SAC(self

align contact) formation using CMP(chemical

mechanical

polishing) process in high density DRAMs has been preferred to
etch back because of superior planarity and process stability,
residual component migration path has become vulnerable to edge
transistor effect. Also, path layers itself affect cell edge channel
effect, depending on outguessing condition. Nevertheless, ILD

distinguishable while cell transistor with short width
[WL=0.18/0.15] is totally affected by edge channel effect,
resulting in anomalous parallel VT shift in I-V curve.(Fig.5,6) In
order to clearly verify edge channel phanomena in I-V curve, cell

layer re[ated edge tansistor effect has not been explained

completely. Recent works report that STI-edge channel effect for
penphery hansistor is closely related to migration of residual
$e-mistry components and moisture introducedby ILD (interlayer
dielecfic) layers into STI interface.[4] Since intriguing
combination of various causes has becbme more and -more
complicated to identiff edge channel effect of cell, effective cell

transistors with different dimension are chacterized by H-parameter

method.(Fig.7x6l. Anomalous VT lowering is dramatically
improved by cutting off migration path. Failure during BL
disturbing sfress is a strong function of cell VT and Vp-t(punch-

stnrcture, regardless of ILD layers process variation, to maintain
the robust cell W has been strongly demanded. Thus, cell design,

on blocking migration
!*4
Furthermore, we proved

through voltage) as shown in Fig.8. Cell leakage for proposesd cell
schem{Type-Ill) was chmacterized using 4K array test pattern.
Fig.9 shows that there is no degradation of cell junction leakage,
compared to conventional structure. Decrease from l.3Bl3/cnt' to
1.1813/cm2 makes it possible to improve tail component of pause
retention time further(z0%) by synergy effect combined with less
junction electric field(Fig.10). Upon on/off read toggling of 80ms
per Wll(wordline) and WLn-I, all cell transistor connected with
all BL in enable state, were influenced by the disturbance stress and
stored data in the low VT cell were lost by enhancing off-state and
punch+hrough leakage.(Fig.ll) When the channel dose is
optimized to l.lE13/ cnf, the number of failure bit stemmed from

path, intensively was investigated.

that DRAM anploying cell structure
without edge channel effect enables to dramatically improve
disturbance retention time, while still keeping superior pause
retention time.

Cell scheme without abnormal edge channel effect

If ILD layels containing residual chemistry components and
moisture, qgch as TEOS(tetraethyl orthosilicate)-basedBPsc (boro
phgqpho silicate grass) and SiHo-based HDPftigh density plaima)
oxide, are- capped with SiN as etch stopper material during
capacitor formation, outgassing into air is completely blocked anii
diffusion into STI-edge region is occurred thrbugh-the migration
path exposed during CMP process. Upon CMP processing tu{r SAC
formation, STI-edge interface is conn-ected to ILD layers by way of

BL

dynamic cell stress using the wafer burn-in mode, consisting of full
BL VssA/core toggling stress
all WL enable state of fixed
Vpp5.2V, was not noticeable.(Fig. I 3)

in

TEOS(Pathl).(Fig.l,2) Thus, cell scheme without abnormal edge
channel effect is composed of only SW spacer SiN and only BPSGbarrier SiN to effectively block migration path with SiN.-Prior to
SW formation, gate re-oxidation m6re than 55A should surely be
required not to be influenced by SiN layer induced stress. It has
been reported that the origin of ihe degradation is attributed to the
oxide-enhanced diffusion of boron by oxygen component
contained in moisture [4]. A recent work sho*s that pbsitive
charges could be formed in the oxide by interacting with-H, at a
temperature over 500C.[5] Judging- from prwious riorks,
excessively moisture-contained BPSG without fully outgassing into
air and excessively Hr-contained [IDPoxide are consiiiered io be
rydor cause. Also, if path layers, composed of LP-TEOS, are not
fully outgased, it may itself affect short channel effect. If the
abnormal edge channel effect is removed, channel acceptor
concenfration can be reduced to a certain extent to keep cell VT
beyond critical value by virtue of the removal of anomalous STIq{ge - channel effect. In addition, this enables to optimize
disturbance retention time without the trade-off of pause retention

Conclusion
We have investigated the cell structure for suppressing anomalous
VT lowering due to edge channel effect to improve data retention
time in gigabit density DRAM. Our work verifies that insufficient
outguessed ILD layers affects edge channel effect, strongly
depending on the presence of migration path toward edge channel
region. Thus, effective cell structure, regardless of ILD layers
process variation, to maintain the robust performance of cell VT is
suggested, which is designed on the basis of blocking migration
path. Additionally, cell structure without abnormal edge channel
effect makes it possible to improve both disturbance retention time

@lE-4%by 50% and pause retention @lE-4%by 20% for 128M
DDR DRAM with O.l5um-design rule and COB(capacitor over
bitline). Proposed cell scheme shows no degradation intotal device
performance point of view including cell leakage. Furthermore,
retention time degradation stemmed from the dynamic cell stress
using wafer burn-in mode is not remarkable.

time.
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disturbance stress was dramatically reduced, resulting in

improving disturbance retention value @lBy'% fail bit by
50%.(Fig.12) In addition, variation of retention time from

s4evall(SlV) spacer LP-TEOS(Path2) and BPsG-barrier iP-

o.tsum-rute 128M
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DRAM, being quite

stable in terms of technology maturity was used in this experinient.
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2. Split condition
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Schematic conc€pt of anomalous cell VT
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Fig.5 Corparison of edge chamel effectforthree differentcell schemes.
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Fig.7. Edge chaonel phenomena in I-V curve of cell transistor with long width appears to be distinguishable while cell fransistor
with short width is totally afect€d by edge channel effect resulting in anomalous parallel VT shift in I-V cwve. Edge charmel
effect is chacterized by H-parameter method, based on linear region: II(V.) = d(-log(Gm/Io)/dvo [6].
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Fig.6 Cornparison ofedge channel effect
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Fig.3. TDS analysis for TEOSbased BPSG layer[tlDl](a) and SiH4- bas€d HDP(b).
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Fig4. TEM images for migration path of moisture and chemistry compon€nt
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distubance fail rate is a
function of cell VT and Vp-t
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Fig.l2 Comparison of disturbance
retention distribution between
conventional and proposed cell

(b)

Fig.l3 Variation of retention time from dynamic cell stress using the wafer burn-in
mode. (a) as a ftmction of stress time. @) Based on 6o0sec-sEess,
microscopic failbit variation for convetional and proposed cell scheme(Type-Il!.

scheme(Type-III)
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